
WELCOME TO MY WORLD AT THE COTTON MILL 

 

If I had one way to describe Condo Living at the Edison Building, and the surrounding 

Cotton Mill area including the spectacular water front trails. 

My description would say ‘Breath-taking’ 

 

The Flow of Energy in this area is magnificent, the beautiful water trails, quality of 

air, quality of nature in general and the unbelievable sunsets all make this a great 

place to live. 

Cornwall has so much to offer and I believe there is a beautiful future here for all. 

The ambience of great & welcoming people combined with local merchants providing 

great shopping in all categories including local food markets, medical professionals / 

optometrists / dental specialists, art culture, theatres, sports and outdoor festivities 

all within a walking proximity which made this very attractive to me. 

I have spent over 35 years working in Cornwall however not originally a native of        
Cornwall, I chose to come back, and make Cornwall my home. 

 
 

 

 



The Edison building has inhouse medical services as well as a pharmacy and spa. In 

addition to this adjoined to the Edison building is their sister building the Weave Shed 

offering amenities such as medical & physiotherapy services, yoga & fitness studios, 

restaurant and many other professional services. 

The Edison Building has captured the upmost of Historic Events and walking through 

the lobby brings you back through a stroll of History, adorned with beautiful art work 

labored by artist Pierre Giroux to bring back to life a memory of a special history. 

 

 

The environment of the water front trail allows for enjoyable, peaceful moments 

between family and friends and the appreciation of nature. Whether going for a walk, 

cycling, or water activities and maybe just sitting on one of the lovely trail benches 

and watching the World go bye.    What more could one ask for? 

 

                  

Time and Beauty are of the essence in this beautiful Nature Wonderland  

 I sincerely wish you enjoy it and appreciate it just as I have. 

Keep Cornwall Beautiful  


